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The enforced celibacy of the parties has a significant bearing docs
upon the true nature of judicial separation from the point of^cr^on
view of private international law. The problem is whether the affect"
decree affects the status of the parties or whether, in the inter- status?
ests of internal order and social decency, it merely protects the
petitioner from some of the consequences of that status. The
answer is important, at any rate on principle, for, both as re-
gards jurisdiction and choice of law, the predominant factor
should be the domicil of the parties if their status is affected,
otherwise it should be their place of residence.
A common judicial view, and the one accepted in the previous view that
editions of this book, is that the status of the parties remains stat£s, ,
,      _,,       j	•	• i         t	1	unaitccted
unchanged.1 The decree is said to have a merely transient and
limited effect upon the unity in law of husband and wife, and
the Privy Council once expressed the opinion that even sec-
tions 25 and 26 of the Act of 1857, which provided that a wife
after judicial separation should be considered &feme sole for the
purpose of acquiring property, making contracts and bringing
actions, merely suspended certain obligations of matrimony.
4Upon a reconciliation, the wife, rescinding the suspension, returns
home as a wife; upon a departure from the obligation of sexual con-
tinence, she may as a wife be divorced a vinculo^
Another reason sometimes advanced for the same view is that
the object of judicial separation is to protect the one party
against the other so long as they remain within the jurisdiction
of the court,3 but this fails to distinguish a decree of judicial
separation granted by the High Court from the essentially
different separation order made by a court of summary jurisdic-
tion.4 The former is a general matrimonial remedy alternative
to divorce, while the object of the latter is to afford immediate
protection to an injured spouse.5
The directly opposite view has been taken by other judges. Preferable
Thus, Brett LJ. in his dissenting judgment in Niboyet v. **%£**
NiboyetJ* which was later vindicated as regards divorce, claimed affected
1	See e.g., Le Mesurier v. Le Mesurler, [1895] A.C. 517, 527; Angkinelli v.
Anghinelli, [1918] P. 24.7.
2	A.-G. for Alberta v. Cook, [1926] A.C. 444, 464.
* Armytagev* Armytage, [1898] P. 178, 195.
4	Under the Summary Jurisdiction (Separation and Maintenance) Acts,
1895-1947.
5	Royal Commission on Marriage and Divorce, Cmd. para. 1037; 42 Trans-
actions of the Grotius Society, 3 5-36.
6	4P.D.I, at p. 12.

